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Boa12b, Edd08, Can75a, Can75b, Chi70, Jen16, Sha75a, SP92, Swe70b, Wil91b). **Edison** [Fin12, Fox96, Wil07]. **Edited** [Lai04, Bec13a, Ben13b, Boa19, Bou13, Bur14a, Bur14c, Car18, Dij13, Dun13, Fol14a, Gue13, Hal18, Low03, May21, McC13, Ray18, Tau14, Van19, Wal14]. **Editing** [Gui15]. **Edition** [Ben14, Dar13, Gui15, Lat15, LS15b, DC09b, FS21, Gru11, Mad62, McC36a, SBT10, Bur14a, Vla10]. **Editions** [Pal12, Fra39b, Sim66, Sme67, Swe21]. **Editor** [OH85, Tur99, Bar11, Cha12a, Hig17a, Hor87, Lai04, Lat15, Vic04, Lev09b]. **Editorial** [Bec09, Lus18, Ele11b, Hen86, Her17, Pal83, Ano12a, Asp69, Byr80, Byr81, Can15, Cro16, Del11a, Del12, Feu71a, Feu71b, Har72, Har96, Hen86, Ill89, JL14, Mar11b, Mar11c, Mel09, Mil81a, Pal83, Sut14, Slo11, Zia94, vD10, For71a, Mar11b, Tho11, Row18, Sta21]. **Einstein** [III99]. **Einteilchen** [Zac72]. **Einteilchen-Schalenmodells** [Zac72]. **Elaine** [Wei19]. **elastic** [Wil56d]. **Elazar** [Pis14b]. **Elborg** [Fra13]. **Elderton** [Lus18]. **electric** [Ge93, Hum37, MIL95, Rob95, Mil11a]. **Electrical** [Cah10, Ish14, Pas51, Rus59b, Dav98, Haw68, Hop57b, Hop58, Hop59b, Le73, Rut39, Yav93]. **electically** [Can70, Kan71]. **electricities** [Haw71]. **Electricity** [Fin12, Goo08, Sta13, FC36, Hom79, Hop59a, Kip87, Wal37, dVH67]. **electrochemical** [Rus59a, Rus59b, Rus63a, Rus63b, Rus63c]. **electrodynamics** [Sne75]. **electrolysis** [Rus59a]. **Electromagnetical** [Cav06, Cra54, CR96, Hop59a, Sne84, Gos77]. **electromagnetism** [Sne75]. **electrometallurgy** [Mer98]. **electron** [Cha91, Owe55, RP98]. **Electronic**

F
[Boa19, Dun13, Kid13, Low03, Mil91b, Sch18b, Sme55a, Sme55b, Sme81, Ver16]. F. [Sza72]. F.R.S [Atk52, Eyl63, Gib52c, Ter37]. F.R.S. [Cha72b, Col52a, Col54a, Eyl37, Mad59, Pat36a, Rob62, Row50b, Rus49, Rus50, Rus51a, Rus51b, Woo71b, Woo71c]. Fabri [Pis14b, Ela11, Ela13]. fabrication [Bre93]. Fabricius [Arm58a, Ekh10]. fabrique [Cam09]. face [Fox96]. Fachzeitschriften [Ecc76]. facilities [Bra76]. Facsimile [Dar13, DC09b, McC37]. Fact [SB13]. factorial [Nor75]. Factors [MWO07]. factory [Cam09]. Facts [Por01]. Faculty [Flb08, Dav95]. Failed [Bsc12, Cha09, Foi14b, Mac20a, Bro95, HY87, Kral12]. Failing [Tan11]. Failure [Bra95, Par16, Wil07, Bry90, Kat06, Str93]. Faith [Lov11, Duc97].

G [Bar11, Luc19, Mat11, Mil12, PW08, Pul94, Sla03, Sza72, Wil91b]. G. [Win49]. Gabriel [May21]. Gain [Bsc12, Cha09]. Galan [Dun13]. Galen [Nut21, Fra41, Mcv21]. Galilean [Vic04]. Galièâ [Duc13]. Galilei [Lat14]. Galileo [Gat18, Hei14, Lat14, Pis13, Sha19a, Ait54, Ano85j, Ari74, Bau88, BBHN14, Bur65, Dra81, Dra82, Dra86, Eri94, Fin02, Gro74c, Hil84, Hyd19, Kla10, Lac11, Mar09, Mau90, McA12, Muc98]. Gaunt [Qua70, Qua72, Qua74, Rap12, Rap15a, Rap17, Ree08, Rob74, RS89, Rus95].
Sch08a, Sch08b, SB09, Val09, Wil11a, Wil57, McC39a. Gallic [Woo71c].
gardener [Stu82, Stu89], garnets [Qu69]. Garzoni [Uga06]. Gas [Stu09, Bru79, Kox90, Spu87]. gas-expansivity [Spu87]. Gascoigne [Cha14].
Gas [Bru57a, Fle74, Bru57b, Bru58a, Bru58b, Cari90, Cro61]. Gaslight [Joh15a, Tom09, Tom12]. Gassandii [Ben09].
Gassendi [Ben09]. gathering [Tei75]. Gau [Ben74, Cun04, For71b, Hen07]. gave [Bik65].
Geiger [Tre86]. Geikie [Old97, Ham82, Old80, OH97]. Gemma [Cha12a, Hri08]. gemmologist [Swe64]. Gender [Coo09, Goo88, Low96, Sta13].
Geography [Bra91, Dri12, Mos14a, Swe03, Witt66, Wit10, Sha1a, BJ00, Kni13]. Geohistorical [Ano66]. Geohistory [Old10]. Geological [Alv07, Bra90, Car05, Jac99, Mor88, OJY03, DE50, Edw75, Ely37, EE38, EE51, Ely67, Jon84, OH97, Osp80, Sch80, Sta88a, Tho54, Urb80]. Geologist [Cha63a, Cha63b, Cha64a, Cha64b, Cha61, Cha62, Edw72a, Old80, OJY96].
Geology [Ano03f, Ano06, Dea75, GWN71, Jac99, Old99b, OJY03, Buc13, Cha53b, Cha54a, Cha54b, Cha70, Dea79, Old80, Osp80, PP77, Por78, Sha72, Sle69, Tho47, Sni15]. Geomagnetic [How02, How03]. geometriam [Bur14c, Bus10]. Geometrical [Dij04, Nau14, Jon74, Ver16]. geometrico [Sch80]. Geometrizacion [Gre87]. Geometry [Ben91, Bin12, HZ07, And07, Ver16]. Geophysical [And14]. Geophysics [Gro74b]. Geopoliticals [Cha12b, And09b]. Geopoliticals [Cha12b, And09b].
German [Arm51, For72a, Gra71, Lam97]. George [Ben80, Bow74, Bry72, Cot76, JTR94, JTR95, MT72, Mil91b, Mor68, Por78, Row50b]. Geotown [Gor16]. Georgian [Jon19]. Georgian [Swe21]. Gerard [TD93, Tur94, Van01]. germ [Cre66, Wil55c]. German [Fra13, Ver13, Ber97, Bur09, BVK73, Cha21, Dau13, DS97, Dym11, Ecc76,
Ecc80, Gab78, Gor87, GG11b, Hen89, Hen86, Hen88, Hen92, Hen00, Hen09, Hon84, Hor00, Hut73, Ill89, Joh15b, Kan70, Kan71, Kle21, Kno89, Krc38, Mas53b, Mat11, Mit78, Nis96, Ped75, Pul94, Ros98, Sau76, Sch21, Sch11, Ste09, Sto3, Ste76, Str97, Thi71, Thi73, Tre74, VW10, Wak09, Win66, Zac72.

Germany [Bec13a, Ef21, Har85, Hen89, Kle12a, Mei79, Nye90, Pdc10, Pre08, Sak12, Lau21]. Gerrit [Sne84]. Geschichte [Sie09]. Gessner [Vic12, Kus10, LGKW08]. Gewicht [Ste76]. ghetto [GG93]. ghost [Hen18].

Ghosts [Pia21]. Giesbecke [Swe74]. Gieseler [Sau76, Sau76]. Giessen [HB74]. Gift [Pan09b]. Gilbert [Fra47, Uga06]. Gilded [Cah10, Dav90b].


Gravitations [Hen92]. Gravitations-Rotverschiebung [Hen92]. gravity [Ait59, Cha19, Wal84, Kol99]. Gray [Mea85, Fra10]. Great [Kni14, Lus18, Orr14, Rei14, SS99, Wec16, Ink72a, Oek37, Ste11a, Cal68, Dub63, DK54b, Fos37, Her18, Hol07, Mat76, Rya91, SC15].

Greatest [Ras17, Har12]. Grebe [Hen92]. Grebe/Bachem [Hen92]. Greco [Wie19]. Greco-Roman [Wie19].


Greenwich [Kin04, Mac18, Kin04]. Gregor [Tre72]. Gregory [Ver16, VvM92, de 57]. grenats [Que90]. Grenze [Kan70, Kan71]. Grocer [Bro79a]. Groningen [Mac72b]. ground [Tay08]. Group [An05b, Bar14, Bsc83b, Rsc80]. groups [Lam97]. Grove [CH82].

Guide [Pou01, Swe03, Joh09, Kid13]. Guild [Bro79a].

Guillotin [Cha21]. half [Cha21]. half tones [Sm18, Wei19]. Hall [Eyl63, Cha68]. Halle [Whi13].
Haller [Son75, de 53b]. Halley [Kol99, Ste36a, Wal84]. Hamburg [Kra13].
Hanckwitz [Mad55]. Hand [Dup11, Nic06, Han01]. Hand-Colouring [Nic06]. handlist [Wel83]. Hands [MLSB17, Jar18a]. Hannah [Mar21a].
Hanoverian [Hen07]. Hans [Cha72a]. Hansen [Bec84]. Haraway [San17].
Hardback [Byf19, Lau21, Sta21, Sta21, Hei19, Kin19b, Lin22, Sla19].

Harvey [Bay38b, Bay38a, Bay39a, Bay39b, Ekh10, Foo69, Fra41, Sal92, Whi86a, Wil62].

Hasledine [Kur03]. Hassenfratz [Duv52]. Hastings [Par84]. Haüy [Gen22].
Haven [Bow13]. Hay [SR73a]. Hayflick [Par16]. hbk [Coz19, Reg19, Sha19a, Swe03].

Healing [May21]. Health [Ano08g, CC09, Coz15, Hal14b, BJ13, Bro71, Coz19, Flo96, Mel21, Sin50a, ZB10]. healthcare [Mel21]. Hearing [Ano05f, Kvi22]. Heart [GG12, Mil13, Tay08, Row09]. Heartland [KK02].

Heat [Boa08, Bos03, Hi99, Sim04, Ben37, Ber97, C989, Cor36, Cor38a, Cor38b, Ols69, Ols70, PM38b, Sco81]. heating [Ege68]. Heavens [Ste09b, RO84, Rib20]. Heaviside [Gos76, Gos77, Yao93]. Hebrew [Jus11, Jus12]. Hebrides [OH97]. Heidelberg [Wit13, Ken52]. Heike [Pap09, vD08]. Heinrich [Kan70, Kan71, de 50b, Eck10, Kan70, Kan71, Kra13]. Heisenberg [Del13, Hen00, Ros98]. Helen [Akt10, Fra14a]. Helena [TH74]. Helge [Fol14b]. heliocentric [Gam21, Ped75]. heliostats [Mil86]. heliozentrische [Ped75]. Helium [Kra99]. Hell [Mad64]. Helmoltz [Cah10, Can19, Hul11, Jur10, Mil42]. Helmont [Bro79b, Par36, Pat36b].


Guillotin [Cha21]. half [Cha21]. half tones [Sm18, Wei19]. Hall [Eyl63, Cha68]. Halle [Whi13].
Haller [Son75, de 53b]. Halley [Kol99, Ste36a, Wal84]. Hamburg [Kra13].
Hanckwitz [Mad55]. Hand [Dup11, Nic06, Han01]. Hand-Colouring [Nic06]. handlist [Wel83]. Hands [MLSB17, Jar18a]. Hannah [Mar21a].
Hanoverian [Hen07]. Hans [Cha72a]. Hansen [Bec84]. Haraway [San17].
Hardback [Byf19, Lau21, Mar21a, Nut21, Sta21, Hei19, Kin19b, Lin22, Sla19].

Harvey [Bay38b, Bay38a, Bay39a, Bay39b, Ekh10, Foo69, Fra41, Sal92, Whi86a, Wil62].

Hasledine [Kur03]. Hassenfratz [Duv52]. Hastings [Par84]. Haüy [Gen22].
Haven [Bow13]. Hay [SR73a]. Hayflick [Par16]. hbk [Coz19, Reg19, Sha19a, Swe03].

Healing [May21]. Health [Ano08g, CC09, Coz15, Hal14b, BJ13, Bro71, Coz19, Flo96, Mel21, Sin50a, ZB10]. healthcare [Mel21]. Hearing [Ano05f, Kvi22]. Heart [GG12, Mil13, Tay08, Row09]. Heartland [KK02].

Heat [Boa08, Bos03, Hi99, Sim04, Ben37, Ber97, C989, Cor36, Cor38a, Cor38b, Ols69, Ols70, PM38b, Sco81]. heating [Ege68]. Heavens [Ste09b, RO84, Rib20]. Heaviside [Gos76, Gos77, Yao93]. Hebrew [Jus11, Jus12]. Hebrides [OH97]. Heidelberg [Wit13, Ken52]. Heike [Pap09, vD08]. Heinrich [Kan70, Kan71, de 50b, Eck10, Kan70, Kan71, Kra13]. Heisenberg [Del13, Hen00, Ros98]. Helen [Akt10, Fra14a]. Helena [TH74]. Helge [Fol14b]. heliocentric [Gam21, Ped75]. heliostats [Mil86]. heliozentrische [Ped75]. Helium [Kra99]. Hell [Mad64]. Helmoltz [Cah10, Can19, Hul11, Jur10, Mil42]. Helmont [Bro79b, Par36, Pat36b].

Henderson [Woo71a]. Henry [Ver56, Ano58a, Ber96, Ber19, Bro22, Car92, Coh36, Cop80, Far18, Gra72a,
Hart67, How02, Mol84, Mor01, Mor09, Not18, Plo78, Plo80, Tom14, Win72.

Hentschel [Hei19]. Herapath [Bru57a]. Herausgeber [Ecc76]. Herbert [CP02, Gay13a, Jac09, Sha76]. herculis [Tre91]. Heredity [Com21, Maz12, Mag98, End17]. Herefordshire [Stu82, Stu89]. heresy [Mar16b]. heritage [Dia96, Din50, GG91a]. Herman [Duc17, Loy74]. Hermann [DS97, Hui11, Pet14]. Hermes [Duc09]. Hermeticism [Duc09].

Heroes [Ale10, Coo13]. Herschel [Cas15, Cor83a, Cor83b, Hen82, Hil99, Kid81, Mac19, Ogi75, Ste10b, Woo71a].


Hispano [Gre87]. Histoire [Duc13, Ben09, Swe21, Gue10]. Histophysiologie [Ama06]. Historia [Kus10, de 53b, LS15b]. historian [Mar76, Old80, Sco36]. Historians [Jac99, Sme01, JL79, Lar91]. Historic [Bur12b, San00]. Historical [An06a, An07b, Cro09b, Dav57, Fol14a, Gib51a, Gib53a, Gib53b, Gib53c, Gue13, Kra00, KN13, Mil88, PM37, PM38a, PM38b, PM39, PB14, PB47, PB48, Vet10, EF21, GG86, GG84a, GG11b, IR11, Ink91, Lev21, Thi71, Wil59].

Historicity [Ano05]. histories [Ham01, Alt07, Bri10, DL11, Mar11b, Tau10, Kni77, Bou13]. historiographical [Cop87]. historiographies [Hen21b]. Historiography [Ano06b, Mil12, McE10b, Old80]. History [Ank15, Ano03f, Ano07g, Ano08f, Ano11d, Bar09, Bar14, Ber11, Bew16, Bin12, Boa12b, Bra10, Bri13, Bur10c, Cap12, Cha16, Chr10, Dom09, Don3a, Don38b, Duc09, Ego19, Fra14b, Gie16, Gill2, GG77, GG93, Gue09, Hen14, Hig17a, Hor91, Jac15b, Jac12, Joh10, Joh09, Kau79, Kid14, Kin99, Kin04, Kni17, Kra09a, Kra09b, Kur00, Lai12, Lea18, LR00, Lev14b, Low03, McC21, Mil12, Mil42, Mil01a, Mil04b, Mil13, Nap09, Nic14a, Old99b, Pal13, Pal83, Pant89, Pia14a, Rei14, Sch18b, Sht17, SR71b, Tan11, Tau14, Tre15, Witt13, Woe36, And07, Ano91a, Bak64, Bak21, Bea76, Bec84, Ben09, Bik71, Bod56, Bor10, Bro69a, Bro69b, Bro16, Can09, Car97a, Cha52, Cha71, Chi70, CC47, Col39, Cot77, Cro48, Dar12, Deb62, Die16a]. history [D11, Dob45, Don79, Doo10, Far79, For61, Fra36, Fra38, Fra39a, GG88, Gay13b, Gib39, Gou10, Hak92, Hal20, Ham12, Hei19, Hen88, Jac52a, Jac52b, Jon37, Kni75, Kra95, Law21, Lev09a, Luc19, Mac09, McB91, McE10b, Mei79, Mil74, Mor10, Mul92, Mul76, Net38, Old72a, Par42, Par51a, Pul94, Ren18, RH11, Roh95, Rut39, SM82, Sco81, SBB75, SL77, SP92, Sme54b, Smi77, SJ78, Ste11a, Sti37, Swa89, Tho51b, Tur82, Und67, Urb80, Uss78, War12, WN16, Wer10, Why54, Woi71a, Woi71c, de 56, Bik75, Bro36a, Kid13, Lan13, Law13, Lov13, Bill18, War14, Van19, GG13a, Pia14a, Rec14b]. Hobbes [Hor00]. Hochschulen [Hen89]. Hodson [Hor87]. Hoff [RS01, vds06]. Hofmann [Hor87, Ano88i, Hor87, Joh15b]. Hoggart [Por78]. Holbein
Information [Ano05], Yea11, Aga17b, Kli15, Mac20b, Whi82, ZA16].
imfrared [Sch89, Kan70, Kan71]. Infrastructure [Aga17a]. Ingenieur
[Sau76]. ingénieurs [Bre91]. ingénieurs-géographes [Bre91]. Ingenious
[Boa08]. inhabitation [Dun21]. inhabited [Man93]. Inhalt [Pul94].
inheritance [Mag98, Nor75]. initiatives [Kri19]. Ink [Arn09]. Innes
[Olb89, Ste61]. Innovation [Fit17, Pop12, Por11, Dav98]. innovations
[Per86]. innovators [Mel21]. Inquiry [Dup11, Hah15, Lei12b]. Inquisition
[Lei20, Ave20, Mal20a, Sha19a]. insect [Sch18a]. Insectes [Sto13]. insects
[Mel10]. Inséré [Ray15]. insight [Pal21, Sha75b]. insights [Cha75].
Inspectorate [Gar04]. Instability [vS15]. Instant [Low90]. instantaneous
[Erl92]. instauration [Wat92]. Institute [Gay00, Hol17b, Mil13, Mor86, Ste76, Wei85a]. Institutes [SR72f, Ink75].
Institution [Alv07, Spr77, Ock37, Olb89, CH82, Edw72b, Kurr00, Kurr01, Mol84, Mor01, Rus63c, Tho57]. institutional [Ink77]. institutionalization
[Bro95]. Institutions [Mar09, Nor12, Bra79, GL11]. Instruction
[Ram15, Bra76, GG84b, Sme54b]. Instructions [Swe72a]. Instrument
[Car17, Cra87, Gau12a, Van01, And19, Bro79a, Bry92, Cha84, Cra85, Dav78, Hac79a, Lov74, Mil88a, Not21, Sch89, Sch90]. instrument-making
[Bro79a, Cha84, Mil88a, Sch90]. Instrumental [Bla19, Lai04, Mor02].
Instrumentalizing [Wil07]. instrumentation [Ba93]. Instruments
[Bur12b, Cau06, Hui11, Jar18a, Jar18b, Kin04, Kre13, Ku09, MLB17, Pan05, Pan09b, Pre14, RC08, Wa10, Wil11a, Bed93, Bed97, Ben09, Cha83a, Dek93, Joh91, Lev86, McC86, McC89, Pri52, Pri54, Rob56, Rob57, Rya91, Tur67, Tur73, Tur91, Wil91a, ZA16, dC88]. Insulated [Mil04a]. insurances
[Sta88b]. Integrated [Gue99]. integration [CZ19, Gre82]. intellectual
[Law21, How19]. intellectuels [Muc98]. Intelligent [Fan09]. interaction
[Mil81b]. Interests [Eme02, Aha91, Ell83]. Interim [SBB75]. interlude
[Lin63]. International [Ban14, Bon14, Hei19, Nof14, And10, Boi22, Caw77, Fra38, Tei75, Cah10, Pap09]. Interpretation [Mil12, Pal83, Sch08a, Hir07, Ait64a, Can75a, Eff21, Hir07, McE10b, Mil81a, Pis13, Tod93, Tur55].
Interpretations [Pan09b, Por01, Rus59b]. Interpreter [Dau14b, McC10].
Interpreting [Nyh16]. Intertextuality [Ano08]. Interwar
[Bow16, Har85, LPST11, Ste00b]. Introduction
[Die16a, Lev09b, Mal20a, RN15, Tur91, Zui04, Bro16, Dub63, DK54b, Fra39a, HRS9, HA19, Lit94, OH85, SBT10, YO89, Hen17, Knu17, Köb17].
Introductions [Lev99]. introductory [Bra76]. invade [Bra94]. Invended
[Plo09]. Inventing [Gau12a, Nap09, dV21]. Invention [Dup11, GHO8, How02, How03, Jac09, Smi15, Whi12, Wil07, Buc13, Gro72b, Kat16, Tay49].
inventor [dVH65]. inventory [PG09, VW10]. inverse
[Ait64b, Ait69, Guix95, Pou91]. inverse-square [Pou91]. inversion [Eas86].
invertebrate [New52]. Investigaciones [Mal09]. Investigating
[Lac11, Sta17, Lyn14]. Investigation [Hil99, Ear60, Jae10]. Investigations
[BT55, DK55b, de 53a]. Invisible [Buc08, Edd13, Rat09]. Involvement
[Car05, Woo71a]. Ioannes [Ait70]. Ianon [Ste09a]. Ionosphere
[And09a, Cha12b, And09b]. **Ireland** [Ano07g]. **Irene** [Lat15]. **Irish** [Ade10, Swe67]. **Iron** [Sch75]. **irregular** [For70a].

**Irving** [Mil11a]. **Isaac**

Luc19, McD72, Col54b, Cop80, Fei19, Hal55, Lev21, Plo99. **Isabelle** [Bsc14a]. **ISBN** [Akt09, Bar11, Bil18, Bil16, Bin12, Boa12b, Boa19, Bow13, BRI13, Bsc12, Bur11a, Bur11b, Byf19, Car18, Cha12a, Cha12b, Coo13, Coz19, Del11b, Del11a, Del12, Dom09, Edd13, Egm18, Fra13, Gat18, Gie16, Gol19, Hal18, Hay18, Hei19, Hen00, Hig17a, HA18, How19, Jan12, Jar18a, Jon13, Kid13, Kin19b, Kra13, Kri19, Kus18, Lai04, Lan13, Lat15, Lau21, Law13, Lin22, Lov13, Luc19, Mar21a, May21, Maz10, McV21, Mel21, Mil12, Mil13, MS22, Nor12, Nut21, Pal12, Par15, Por16, Pro18, Qui12, Qui13, Ray18, Reg19, Ren18, Rob10, Row18, Sak12, Sch18b, Sei13, Sha19a, Sha19b, Sm19, Sta19, Sta21, Sus16, Swe03, Swe21, Tho11, Van19, Ver13, Vic04, Vic12, Wei19, Will1a, Wit13, Wol13a, Yi13]. **ISBN-10** [Bin12, Swe21, Will1a]. **ISBN-13** [Bar11, Boa12b, Bow13, BRI13, Bsc12, Bur11a, Cha12a, Cha12b, Coo13, Del11b, Del11a, Dom09, Edd13, Fra13, Jam12, Jon13, Kid13, Kra13, Lan13, Law13, Lov13, Maz10, Mil12, Mil13, Nor12, Pal12, Par13, Qui12, Qui13, Rob10, Sak12, Sei13, Swe21, Tho11, Ver13, Vic12, Will1a, Wit13, Wol13a, Yi13].

**Islam** [Det18]. **Islamic** [Att09, Bur09]. **islamischen** [Bur09]. **Island** [NM37b]. **Isles** [Bar09, Dav68, DE50]. **Isoclinic** [How03]. **isomorphism** [PB48]. **ISSN** [Cha12a, Sch18b]. **Issue** [Die16a, Gál88, Man09]. **issues** [EE38, Old94]. **Italian**

[Bri00, Fol11, GM94, Gui11a, Maf10, Pre14, Tur03, Tur06, Val09]. **Italian-Hour** [Tur03, Tur06]. **Italiani’** [Chi08]. **Italy**

[Car21, GG91a, Maf13, Mar11a, Mel21, Vac00, Hei14, Mar21a]. **item** [Fra39b]. **Itinéraire** [Que90]. **itinerant** [Inc72b]. **itself** [Ham01]. **IV** [Bay99a, Brus58b, Cha63b, Gib51e, Gib53c, Hug55, Mck26, Nea51c, Old94, PM39, Tre70]. **Ivan** [Bec09]. **Ivor** [MIL15]. ix [May21, Mel21, Sch18b, Vic04, Nea52].

**J** [Ben14, Boa19, Cha91, Dun13, Edd13, Fra14b, Gre87, Gro14, Har96, dVH65, Hig17b, Jac15a, Joh14, Joh15b, Lai04, Luc19, Maur15, May21, Mcc13, Mc14, Neu52, Por16, Pul94, Ram15, RN15, Rob95, Stu09, Sus16, Tau14, Top80, UB15, Van19, Wei15, Woo97]. **J.**

[Adl97, Arm58a, Arm55, Bro79b, Cha91, Mcc39b, Per86, RS01, RH11, Rob95, Sco81, Sme54a, Sta19, Swe03, Top80, Woo71b, Woo71c, vdS06]. **Jack** [Hen18]. **Jackson** [How19]. **Jacksonian** [Col54b]. **Jacob** [Bec16, vhH94, Be112]. **Jacobi** [Pul94]. **Jacobs** [Pul94]. **Jacopo** [Fol11]. **Jacqueline** [Rei14]. **Jacques** [de 54]. **Jacquier** [Gui15]. **Jahre** [GG11b, Ste76]. **Jahres** [Thi73]. **Jahrhundert** [Thi71]. **Jahrhunderts** [Hen89]. **Jakob** [Ecce80, Ecc80, de 49]. **James** [BT55, Cha68, Dar13, Eyl63, Gol19, Hen09, Lev94, Wil92, de 49, All94, Dea73, Dea75, EE51, Han82, Hen09, Jon82, Jun83, Jon84, Jon85, JTR94, JTR95, Kaa17, Mil83, Mil85, Rob54c, Sch54, SS13, Swe81, Swe72a].

**Jameson** [Jen16, Swe63, SW67, Swe67, Swe72a, Swe74]. **Jan** [vhH94]. **Janin**
[Dym11].  **Janis** [Ano05c].  **January** [Ano15, VvM92].  **Japan**
[Hil91, Cro96, Fru16, HL91, HW87, HW90, Ink88, Kim95, Low90, Low96, Mac73, Ots85, Shi81, Str93, Suz09, Tan14, WT84].  **Japanese**
[Ink91, Kim95, Shi89].  japanning [Gib51a, Gib53a, Gib53b, Gib53c].  **Jardine** [Van19].  **Jazz** [Goo11].

[Ano59a, Boa16, Cop80, Cro59, DD21, Eyl63, Leh12a, MK60, Mol84, Mor90, Per83, Sch57, Ste80].  **Journal**
[Bel13].  **Jorgensen** [Ren18].  **José** [Mal09, Mar21b].  **Joseph**
[Ano75k, Arm56c, Boa16, Cop80, Cro59, DD21, Eyl63, Leb12a, MK60, Mol84, Mor90, Per83, Sch57, Ste80].  **Journalist**
[HR89].  **Journals** [Des08, Lev09a, Bar98, Ecc76, GG77].  **Journey** [Buc08, GG11b, McC91].  **Journeys** [Pre14].  **Judd** [OH97].  **Julian** [Her18].  **Julius** [Ecc80, Ecc80, Kra82].  **Junior** [Swe74].  **Jupiter** [Rob74].  **Jurassic** [Bry13, Bri10].  **Jussieu** [Gen22].  **Just** [Bar98, Gen22].  **Justus**
[Hor87, Mad88c].  **Jusuf** [BvK73].  

Kaiser [Wei85a].  **Kalibrator** [Sch11].  **Kalibrator-Konzept** [Sch11].  
Kamerlingh [Pap09, vD08].  **kansho** [Th12].  **Kant** [R082, R083, R084].  
Karl [DD21, GG02, Mac79, Mag98, Nor75].  **Keeping** [Zev00].  **Keill** [Gui95].  
Keir [Dun67].  **KEK** [HL91].  **Kekulé** [Joh14, Roc85, Roc10, Wal39].  **Keller**
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